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This month I hope you enjoy the diversity of topics. The goal is
to give a variety of information to the readers.
If you want more information on an article, let me know or
feel free to contact the writers directly. I am also lining up
future content and I am open to suggestions.
We have work to do, but I also want to take the opportunity
to do more. I think we have a great and diverse group of
people in our industry. I hope we can keep GROWING,
LEARNING and INSPIRING each other!
For your reference, this will be on the website:
www.servinglogistics.com
Enjoy!
`B
Port of Virginia Virtual Tour
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KCwdrB6Q5fY

Canada is 150 years

Here's another video as to what the opening of the new
NIT North gate means to the industry (just opened last
month) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=81BCF1LGGv4

Border Adjustment Tax
dies.. see update from
Indigo..

Panama Canal Press Release:
http://www.pancanal.com/eng
/pr/pressreleases/2017/07/05/pr629.html

CMH/ LCK- 21% cargo growth,
update from CRAA
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Designing an On-Demand Logistics Network
Over the last few years, the rise of the digitally empowered consumer has given her/him greater
influence on the capabilities retailers need to include in the design of their retail logistics
networks. Preferring to shop via the retailer’s ecommerce site versus in-store using their laptop or
mobile devices to acquire products, today’s consumers can shop for virtually anything, anytime,
and anywhere. One factor enabling consumers’ ability to shop 24/7 is increasing usage of
mobile devices and networks.
Over the last few years, consumers’ usage of this method to interact with a retailer via
ecommerce to acquire products has sharply increased. Today, over 60% of global consumers
have access to mobile devices and networks (GSMA, 2017) which they are regularly using to
research and purchase goods. Consumer interacting with a retailer’s ecommerce channel via a
mobile device now accounts for over 30% of all ecommerce spending globally (HubSpot, 2016).
Consumer preference to acquire products via ecommerce and their rapid adoption of mobile
devices to interact with a retailer is driving global ecommerce in to a 24% annual growth rate
and generating 9% of total retail revenues, ≈ USD $2 trillion (eMarketer, 2017). Analyst and
retailers expect continuation of this growth rate through 2020 enabling global ecommerce to
achieve 18% of total retail revenues generating over USD $4 trillion (see figure 1).
Figure 1: Retail Sales 2015-2020

In order to maintain a competitive market advantage and meet consumer expectations in the
global ecommerce channel, retailers are developing responsive logistics networks that rapidly
adapt to changing consumer expectations. Key capabilities to ensure these networks can
successfully meet company and consumer expectations in this channel are;
1) Convenient last mile logistics solutions providing products to the consumer or end-user
2) End to end, real-time logistics network visibility of products as they flow between supplier,
retailer, and ultimately to the consumer. Again, these capabilities will play an important role
within retail logistics as global ecommerce channel continues to grow at 22% annually for the
next 4 years.
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Along with the growth of ecommerce and increasing usage of mobile devices driving the need
for strong last mile logistics and visibility capabilities, a changing consumer base is also playing a
part. In 2016 the retail industry witnessed the emergence of millennials, 222 million strong
(Weinswig, 2016), as the largest consumer market, who prefer online to in-store shopping.
These consumers expect retailers to be able to offer an “endless aisle” shopping experience as
well as providing them with unlimited product availability and delivery convenience. Retailers
with logistics networks that cannot meet this new consumer’s expectations will not be given
another chance to succeed. Again, having solid last mile logistics solutions and end to end, real
time visibility to products is critical in meeting their expectations.
Now is the time for retailers to honestly evaluate their internal and/or external (contracted)
logistics network to determine if their current design includes the last mile and visibility
capabilities needed to meet the requirements of the changing consumer marketplace. This level
of evaluation often reveals network capabilities which limit a retailer’s ability to fully serve their
consumer. In these situations, retailers must face the decision to redesign their network using
internal resources, fully outsource the required capability, or a combination of both. Consumer
expectations and market speed generally dictate the need and type of change required.
When facing such a situation, retailers often find that time constraints may not allow them to fully
redesign their logistics network using internal resources and need to rely on the capabilities of a
trusted logistics services partner.
Returning to those critical logistics capabilities related to last mile and visibility, retailers cannot
wait until there is a service failure to assess whether or not their logistics network is meeting the
needs of consumers. Retailers are proactively turning to a trusted logistics partner to include
these capabilities in their current logistics network serving consumers. According to the 2017
Third-Party Logistics Study (Capgemini, Penn State, & Penske, 2016) results last mile logistics and
visibility capabilities were ranked among the top 3 services retailers regularly outsourced to a
trusted partner due to market time constraints. This trend does not show any signs of changing as
more and more consumers expect retailers to change service levels as quickly as their needs
change.

CTC David S. Widdifield - David.Widdifield@craneww.com

Where was SJ in this pix?
Sponsored by:

SJ was speaking at the Columbus Logistics
Conference. The winner is Tammy Wright
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Cyber Piracy on the High SeasFor years cyber security experts have warned us to lock down our
computers by changing passwords, encrypting hard drives, and
updating software against possible intrusion attempts. (writer’s note: I will
not use the word “Hacking” or “Hacker” in this article as I fundamentally
believe that there is a negative stereotype associated with these terms
which is not warranted.) Most people on a daily basis turn on their
computers, cellphones, or tablets and see that an update is required by the operating
system, but how many of us often push it aside to “do later”? Or worse, how many of
our companies operate on a version of Windows 7 or 8, when Windows 10 has been out
for 2 years? And yes, before our IT brethren start screaming, I understand that you have
certain applications that are not updated to run on newer software (but I retort then
that is why you have virtual machines or emulators that are not plugged into a
network). And while there have been other industries that have felt this intrusion before,
in late June our happy little world of logistics was struck by it as Maersk Line felt the
effects of the ‘Petya’ ransomware. (For more detailed information as to what the
‘Petya’ Ransomware is and what it did, I would suggest reading this article in The
Guardian https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/jun/27/petya-ransomwarecyber-attack-who-what-why-how). It is believed that this occurred because Maersk
had a few older systems that were not updated and as soon as the virus found a point
of attack into their network, it went after systems that had been updated as well. The
recourse then became exceedingly expensive for Maersk to work with IBM and
Microsoft to find a method to replace, upgrade, and remove the virus from their
systems.
And while this attack caused Maersk to resort to old pen and paper backups for a
short period of time, it was not the only intrusion that affected our industry recently. On
July 18, 2017 a security tester code named @x0rz was able to intrude into several vessels
exposed internet connections (https://twitter.com/x0rz/status/887238046172753920) - so
much so that they could upload their own firmware and take over the comms systems
on the vessel. In other words, they could control the ship and move it almost wherever
they wanted. This was later argued by satellite system provider (Cobham) that it was
due to the vessel owner not changing the username and password from “admin” and
“1234” (http://splash247.com/cobham-blames-client-satcom-hack/). (This, of course,
now requires this writer to add one bit of humor into this article
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a6iW-8xPw3k&t=12s)
So what can we do? How do we move forward? We, as an industry, must accept that
there needs to be constantly funded and implemented security procedures for our
equipment. Consider how often are you changing passwords and updating the
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software not only in your company, but your mobile and portable equipment? How
often is your IT department actually administering server patches? These small (and
often minimal costing) housekeeping items will help in deterring a want to be criminal
from breaking into your precious data house. And while it may sound contrite, the old
adage is still true today - good fences make good neighbors.
~James W. Thatcher~ consulting@thetradenerd.com

Friendly Chatter HIGHLIGHT:
Speaking of good neighbors, I wanted to take a minute to highlight a great program I
recently heard about it at the Scioto Downs mixer...

led by Rhonda Bailey.

I wanted to make others aware of this project and the great impact that I think it is having. I
hope we can help her grow the project and others like it. In the meantime, I thought the
least we can do is to congratulate her latest accomplishment

Project SEARCH at DSW
for their dedication to make a difference. They are dedicated to assisting people with
disABILITIES grow their potential in a variety of ways that promote them and others long
term. Rhonda was also quick to give credit to Jeff Girard and the great staff at DSW for their
dedication to the project as well!

CONGRATS!!

Where to Build Your Supply Chain – Alex Anderson, 889 Global Solutions
Recent discussion has brought a lot of attention to changes in both the international and domestic
manufacturing industries requiring consideration of more variables than just cost-savings. Asia started being a threat
to U.S. mold makers and manufacturers in the early 1990’s. Particularly in China, labor wages are so cheap it makes
it impossible for U.S. manufacturers to compete. The assumption has been that over time low-cost countries such as
China will experience economic growth and employees will demand higher wages to support the expanding
consumer market. In theory, the gap between the $5 per day Chinese worker and $100 per day U.S worker will
gradually diminish. With all the volatility and uncertainty surrounding the Chinese economy right now, some
companies who manufacture their products in China are starting to worry how it may affect their business. Now,
purchasers are looking to Vietnam to be the new low labor cost gold mine. The wage chart below from the Japan
External Trade Organization illustrates how Chinese factory workers make three times as much as factory workers
in Vietnam.
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The being said, there are multiple factors still to consider when outsourcing manufacturing such as
infrastructure, quality, and corporate dynamics. In 2017, China’s labor costs are still about 4% cheaper than U.S.
manufacturers labor costs while China’s infrastructure has become drastically more sophisticated. Other than low
labor cost, Chinese manufacturers have strong points of complex interdependencies. For example, a smartphone will
consist of more than 2,000 components varying in size and nature. While some parts, such as the touchscreens, are
larger, the screws and capacitors within the device are quite minuscule. Many of the different components come
from different suppliers, but all of them seem readily available at a minute’s notice in China’s manufacturing
network.
It is critical to have the ability to qualify suppliers within your vendor network. Not only to have the lowest
purchasing price, but also to have the appropriate quality. China is a manufacturing giant with nearly two-million
factories across the country. Their expertise and extensive supply chain gives them a head start over competing
countries. For nearly thirty years, some Chinese suppliers have developed quality as good as or better than U.S.
suppliers. Vietnamese suppliers are not at this quality level yet, but keep your eyes and ears open. Many Vietnamese
factories are foreign-owned manufacturers that have been opened by Chinese and Taiwanese factory owners.
Where to start? – having bilingual staff members and boots on the ground overseas is the first step to
sourcing components. China’s strength within the manufacturing industry is its tightly knit manufacturing network.
It is critical not to underutilize this manufacturing network in today’s competitive market. Smaller companies
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typically do not have the ability to create their own infrastructure overseas and that is when contract manufacturers
can come in to play. With in-depth inspection reports and standard supplier qualification processes it is not as
difficult as you may think to find the appropriate quality overseas.

Insiders Voice: A Response for
more info on Port of Virginia
Beth,
Hope you are well!
To answer some of your questions for your
newsletter though I would provide some
information per the below.
Here's another video as to what the opening of the
new NIT North gate means to the industry (just
opened last month) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=81BCF1LGGv4
This is huge for the port and container shipping!
Also - What about Columbus?? We are the largest
rail operator on the East Coast, and have the
quickest transit to Columbus, OH. In August, we are
welcoming a ship with the Ocean Alliance, Loop 5
which is 14,414 teu's with a first-in Service at the
Port of Virginia. Moving cargo out by rail on this
service and others will allow Columbus area
importers quicker access to their cargo.
Our construction is well underway at VIG for Phase II
and we are getting ready to start our construction at
NIT. Both projects will add 1 million container
capacity to the port which is a 40% increase over our
current capacity.
We just finalized an order for some new ship to
shore cranes which will be the largest cranes on the
East Coast.
INSIDER: Jeanne G. Heilman

Jeanne G. Heilman
Midwest Area Manager

**Made by: Morrison Express Offices;
and Trinna Lute

GRACE AROUND THE WORLD
This quilt was hand made with
squares sewn from around the world
and assembled into a Queen size
quilt. Click below to get a raffle
ticket and more details:
Value $ 2,000 ticket $ 20! Proceeds
go to BOUNCIN’ BUCKEYES Race for a
Cure:
Donate to Rachel Brown today to
purchase your tickets
Http://www.the3day.org/goto/rache
lbrown2017
*Note how many tickets you want.
Hurry Drawing is 8/5!
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John Glenn International, Rickenbacker experience success,
strong growth in first half of 2017
COLUMBUS – Supported by a thriving regional economy, new air service announcements
and airport developments, passenger and cargo volumes at John Glenn Columbus
International Airport (CMH) and Rickenbacker International Airport (LCK) increased
significantly year-to-date over 2016.
“Passenger and air freight carriers are capitalizing on the dynamic opportunities that
continue to arise in the Columbus Region, enabling our airports to offer additional travel
options for passengers and strategic opportunities for businesses,” said Elaine Roberts,
President & CEO of the Columbus Regional Airport Authority, which also oversees Bolton
Field airport.
Passenger traffic rose 4.3 percent at John Glenn International where nearly 3.7 million
people traveled through the terminal from January through June on Air Canada, American,
Delta, Frontier, Southwest, United and Vacation Express. Passenger traffic at Rickenbacker,
which includes Allegiant and passenger charter operations, is trending up 34 percent over
the same period last year.
Cargo imports and exports at Rickenbacker rose 21 percent in the first half of 2017,
bolstered by increased service from Etihad and Trinity Logistics, the 2016 expansion of
Emirates, and the June 2016 opening of Air Cargo Terminal 5 in collaboration with public
and private partners.
“Coupled with the Columbus Region’s strong economy and our strategic business plan, we
have an extremely stable environment of growth and development to offer current and
future air service partners,” said Roberts.
Among successful developments at the airports in the first half of 2017, Roberts referenced
the following highlights:
John Glenn Columbus International Airport (CMH)
• Named the most improved airport in North America by Airports Council International
and received an EXPY award from Experience Columbus for the airport’s
contributions to the local hospitality industry.
• Frontier Airlines announced nonstop service to Tampa and Austin, a new nonstop
destination from Columbus.
• Completed $6 million of upgrades to airport entrances to improve the customer
experience and enhance safety.
• Partnered with HMSHost to open American Craft Tavern in Concourse C.
• Opened private nursing rooms in three concourses and on baggage claim.
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Currently expanding the Concourse C security checkpoint from three to four lanes to
expedite screening for a growing number of passengers.

Rickenbacker International Airport (LCK)
• Etihad Cargo, in partnership with Trinity Logistics USA, added a second weekly
frequency.
• LCK announced it will strengthen its animal export business by creating a USDAcertified Export Inspection Facility that will include 12 rest stalls and USDA offices.
• Allegiant added seasonal passenger service to Destin/Fort Walton Beach, bringing
the total number of destinations served from Columbus to nine.
Bolton Field Airport (TZR)
• Welcomed the arrival of new fixed base operator ColumbusJet, providing a full
range of services to customers using this general aviation airport.
About the Columbus Regional Airport Authority
With its vision to connect Ohio with the world, the Columbus Regional Airport Authority
oversees the operation of passenger-focused John Glenn Columbus International Airport
(CMH), cargo-focused Rickenbacker International Airport (LCK), and general aviation
airport Bolton Field (TZR).
An independent economic impact study found that the three airports and select businesses
with direct ties to the airports account for more than 54,000 jobs, $1.8 billion in annual
payroll and $6.6 billion in total annual economic output.
Learn more at ColumbusAirports.com.
Angie Tabor
Sr. Manager | Enterprise Communications
Columbus Regional Airport Authority

BAT is Abandoned
After months of debate and looming fears from the international trade community,
the proposed Border Adjustment Tax has died. Upon this news breaking on July 27th,
importers across the country cheered the demise of the proposed tax reform.
Stephanie Fields ~ Indigo Trade Solutions
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CALENDAR

Job Opportunity:
Local CMH Contract Manufacturing
Company seeking a Sales
Representative. For more details,
please check on the below :
http://www.889globalsolutions.com/wpcontent/uploads/2017/06/Updated-Sales-JobDescription.pdf

Culturally Speaking: China
http://eurolinguiste.com/9-interesting-factschinese-culture/
` by Shannon Kennedy

9 Interesting Facts About Chinese Culture

•

Sponsor opportunity for Race
for the cure- Bouncin Buckeye
team, Danielle Grospitch:
http://www.the3day.org/site/TR?px=
7754494&fr_id=1985&pg=personal

August 24: 8-10 am in CMH
Opportunities in Asia and How to Win
them, by the Greater Columbus
Chinese Chamber of CommerceHKTDC Register Now!

Aug 31: 9-12, CMH Free FTZ
Seminar- CTC Angela L. Atwood for
more details
(aatwood@ColumbusAirports.com)

1) Although the Han Chinese are the Majority, there

Sept 4: Labor Day

are numerous minority races in China.
2) Personal Questions Are Not Inappropriate But
Familiarity Too Early On Is

Sept 18-20: Discover Global

Etiquette
3) There is an entire etiquette that revolves around the
proper use of chopsticks.
Sample: Do not stick chopsticks upright in a bowl. It means
you’re offering the rice to the deceased and can be
offensive to your host.

4) Gifts will be refused at least once before the
receiver will accept them.

Markets, US Manufacturers Europe
and Beyond.
https://connect.eventtia.com/en/dmz/euro
peandbeyond/website/page/cfe9f205-d.

Oct 1-8: Golden Week- China
Nov 11: Veteran’s Day-USA

Conversational Taboos

Nov: 23: Thanksgiving- USA

5) Compliments aren’t usually accepted.
6) The “three T’s”- Tibet, Taiwan, and Tiananmen Square
7) Losing Face

2018

Introducing Yourself
8) Last Names Come First
9) Greeting -Shaking hands is often seen as a customary
way of meeting new acquaintances. It is also seen as polite
(if not necessary) to stand whenever someone new walks
into the room until you have been introduced and invited to
sit once more (unless this person is very obviously your junior
at a business meeting).

May 16, 17- CLC 2018 –
Columbus Logistics Conference
www.servinglogistics.com

